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35th Anniversary in Las Vegas...religiosity and laughter, music and precious
words of our Beloved Prophet...

Thank You Beloved Prophet for accepting that mission 35 years
ago and transforming our lives into this ongoing exhilarating adventure!!!
We owe You so many pleasurable moments, from that recognition instant when their message opened our eyes on the Infinity
awaiting us and of which we are a part.
We love You Beloved Prophet and we thank You with every one
of our cells... especially and hopefully with the ones of our growing
consciousness ;-)
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Words of our Beloved
Prophet
Las Vegas, December 13th, after the
transmissions.
My body says that I am older but I am only 35! I am so
happy to celebrate my 35th birthday with you!
Every December 13th, I remember myself, alone on
that day in 1973 and I celebrate the most important day
for the Earth. It changed my life, it changed yours too, but
mine more than yours. It was the most terrible and the most

beautiful day of my life.
Since that day, I have asked myself: “Do I have my freewill?”

You all have your freewill, but I am not sure I have mine. I want you to know how lucky you are to have your freewill.
Sometimes I wonder whether I am a little robot as I have been made to accomplish this mission. In any case, I enjoy being a
messenger robot. But you decided to be Raelian. In a sense, you are more Raelian than me.
I have been programmed to accept and to not quit despite the terrible events I have to go through. If I were normal, I
would have quit long ago. So, enjoy your freewill. You are here because you decided to be here. You may leave this room or the
Movement at any time and it is so fantastic.
But I love my mission and when I see the results, when I see happiness in your eyes, the love in your eyes, the beauty of
the teachings, then I feel like I am a ‘damn good’ robot. The fruit of the tree is so beautiful. I feel so privileged to be with you,
to be like a family together.
So, even without free will, I enjoy it, I enjoy repeating the message over and over again. I enjoy it because I can meet you
all around the world. Each of you is beautiful, extraordinary and I am so happy to be with you. So, it doesn’t matter if I have
free will or not, what matters is to act for love. Free will can lead us to bad things sometimes. One of the best parts of our teachings says: ‘when you are not sure, read the message and apply what it says, then you will not make a mistake.”
The good thing about being programmed is that I cannot do mistakes; I am programmed to do what I do. I make many
mistakes in my every day life, but not when it is about the message and the management of the movement. That’s great. But be
assured that I do lots of mistakes in my private life, I drink too much wine, eat too much pasta. However when it is related to
my mission, something is triggered inside of me and I don’t do mistake.
As free will can lead to bad things, you have the message to go back to. If you are not sure about something and you don’t
know what to decide, then read the message, go back to the wisdom of the Elohim.
We all do mistakes, so don’t hesitate to say ‘I don’t trust my feeling, I am not sure, my consciousness may be misguided’.
All the Germans who supported the Nazis thought that they were doing something great for Germany. They didn’t realize how
bad it was. Some of the Americans who sent the atomic bomb still believe they saved life in doing so. The path to hell is paved
with good intention.
If you follow all the teachings of the Elohim, you cannot make a mistake. If you believe you are intelligent and you are
extremely sure of something, there are now chances to do mistakes. When you are not sure, you don’t do mistakes, but we do
our biggest mistakes when we are sure of being right. So, when you are sure, be very careful. If you doubt, then you check, you
read the message, you remind yourself that you want to live your life in the respect of the Elohim and that the most beautiful
guidance in your life because you are not programmed, you have your free will, you can choose to follow your consciousness,
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check the message to know what is best and together we can make a big difference. A small minority can make a difference. You
can make a difference. Don’t ever think: “how can I change the future of Humanity, I am not important”.
Yes, one person can change everything. Jesus changed things for centuries, Moses changed things for centuries, what I am
will change Humanity for centuries.
You must know that every thought you have, every day, can change things for centuries. With a few words you can change
the world; just a sentence to someone depressed can change his mind, you can save a life. Be aware of the power you have,
you change the Universe, you change the Earth, you change other people’s life, you change yourself with every thought, every
word, every action.
So never think that Bush and his armies are more important than you. We are the most powerful superpower on Earth.
An atomic bomb has less power. We have the power of the right idea, the right message. The power of spirituality is much bigger than anything else.
You have the most powerful message right now on this planet. There are many religions, but they are dying, the Catholic
Church is dying, no more young Priests joining. The Catholic pope is still looked at as important but he is dying and it is the
same for all big ideologies on Earth. And here we come with our ‘no god’ ‘no evolution’ and ‘we can reach eternal life thanks
to science’ messages and we are the only one. ‘ No soul’, ‘nothing supernatural’, ‘no reincarnation’, only scientific reincarnation….
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We are unique.
Soon we won’t have borders anymore, globalization is happening just like it was written in the Message of the Elohim of 35
years ago. No more borders, a unique market. Of course there is a plot against it, an anti-globalization organized by the power of
those who don’t want anything to change, the military for example who are against a world government which is by essence one
of the goals of globalization.
Already the euro exists, the Amero is coming soon, a unique currency for the US, Canada and Mexico, the Afro in Africa.
All this will make it easier for the economy problem we are facing today, but the system will collapse again and then we will
have a world currency for a few years and it will crumble again until we reach what is described in the Message : a world without
money.
I want to add here that we need money now and as long as it exists, so please do not stop making money because the Message says that one day we won’t need it anymore. I want you to make more money that anyone else so that we can promote the
disappearance of money. We need to work hard to make lots of money to destroy money and to make the golden age come.
Soon everything we need will be built by robots, so why do we need to buy it? Why do we need to pay the owner of the
robots?
Soon we will reach Heaven on Earth where everything is produced by robots which will bring us to what we are born for:
love. Then you will paint, create art and give it to the people you love, write poems and songs and give them, not for money, but
to give love.
This is what is happening on the Elohim’s planet and this is what is coming to Earth soon.
So, remember, you are not a simple person. Even if only 10% of you were left, it would still be enough. The message is so
powerful that even if every one of you was dead but one, this individual would be more powerful than any army. I want you to
remember that, on this 35th anniversary of December 13th, 1973..
The highest level 5 Guide or the Guide of the Guides are not more important than you. You are Raelians and you have the
Message, therefore you are more important than Bush and his army… remember that!

35th Anniversary of December
13th in Las Vegas
The 4 day event organized in Las Vegas to
celebrate the 35th anniversary of the first encounter not only showed its American color, but
also its ‘Vegasian’ style:-))
The event was conceived as a party; fun and
entertainment as the main program.
It all started on December 12th with a party organized by a friend of our Beloved Prophet,
Majestik Magnificent ( on the picture with Rael),
personal magician of Michael Jackson ( you may
have seen him on television after the trial of Michael Jackson in California, Majestik was his
spokesperson and appeared on CNN and other
shows to give Michael’s perspective). Majestik
gathered many of his friends from Las Vegas and
Los Angeles, members of the Jackson family ( Jo
the father, Jackie from the Jackson Five), actors and Colorful attendance at Majestik’s party in the Kennedy Estate, with the participation of
Gerry Kennedy, the owner of the place.
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magicians. They all came to meet and party with ‘Rael and
His Angels’. The invitation mentioned a unique encounter
and it has been quite a unique evening with some spectacular
moments. We were all moved when at some point during the
evening, the famous Mike Tyson entered the party and went
straight to our Beloved Prophet and bent to salute him.
Majestik also asked our Beloved Prophet to address the
participants and he delivered a powerful speech that moved
them all. We could physically feel the room filled with love
and harmony during his talk about love.
Some excerpts: “ What is this all about? What is this
celebration about? It is about love. Not any love, not the
love that one has for a child or a parent. This would be an
animal type of love. No, we are here for a real love, the one
that isn’t hormonal, the one that is consciousness. The love
of those who are far, the love of your enemy, as someone said
before me;-)

Love your enemy, there is nothing more important than
that. The love of the differences!.”
He also mentioned the newly elected President saying
that with ‘Obama in power, he now has much more hope
for America’.
He went on and explained how ‘black people have long
believed, deep inside of them that they were inferior to white
people. They really thought that they hadn’t done anything while
they brought so many innovations to our society. He explained
how this is even deeper in the African culture and how important
it is for the American black community to help Africa. As many
of them were in the room, he encouraged them to remember
where they come from and help the continent that suffered
from the departure of their ancestors and from the abusive
colonization by the white powers. We all know how tricky it
can be for a white person
to talk to black
people about black matters... well, that’s where a
Prophet makes the difference... most of the participants of the party did not
know our Beloved Prophet
and our philosophy much,
except from some media
coverage. After the speech
of our Prophet , one could
tell that they knew they
were on safe ground.

Our Beloved Prophet with Majestik Magnificent, personal magician
of Mohamed Ali and then Michael Jackson, who organized a party on
December 12th with lots of his friends and celebrities, in honor of our
Beloved Prophet

With Steve Wyrick, famous magician performing in Vegas

Rael’s Angels... :-)
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Our Beloved Prophet with Mike Tyson (
above)
Joe Jackson, father of Michael Jackson,
and Majestik ( on the left)
Jackie Jackson, from the Jackson Five
(below)
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The party went on, on December 13th, with
a special show in the evening lead by the charming
and hilarious Lara and Florence surrounded by many
beautiful artists. Our Beloved Prophet has commented often on the high quality of our Raelian shows and
this one, was certainly no exception!

Tara Nova, jazz singer in New York, performed an improvisation on the
theme of the 35th anniversary. I don’t think anyone present will ever
forget her talent, joy, enthusiasm...

nally from Cuba ( above)
Nubia, amazing dancer and singer origi
inee, playing the Vina, annom
el
Nob
and
Jay, professor of economy
try of origin ( below)
tique instrument from India, his coun

Our Beloved Prophet and Sophie singing along with Tara while the
whole room was standing and clapping... happy 35th anniversary!
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It was also time for catching up between us,
members of the growing international Raelian
family....

Four bishops, four continents...four incredibly wonderful and unique
women...

Jean Gary, (below), the pioneer, talked about the first years of the
Movement... moving memories ...

Nicole, offering to our Beloved Prophet the first business plan for the
Embassy, as developed by Daniel Turcotte and his team

Happy
35th to you
beloved
prophet!
and thank
you!!!!!!
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‘Palestine:Imagine’ written by our Beloved Prophet on January 8th
Imagine that in 1948, the Jews who survived the terrible genocide perpetrated by the Nazis hadn’t created the separate nation of Israel but had instead simply gone to Palestine to settle peacefully among the local population. What a different world we
would have today!
At the time, the entire world was very sympathetic to and full of compassion for the Jewish people because of what they had
endured. The world was, in fact, “pro-Semitic” then, including the Arabic people, who are the Jews’ direct brothers since both
groups are Semitic peoples. (See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semitic)
Knowing this, we can understand that no Arab could possibly be anti-Semitic, despite the much-propagated media lie to
the contrary.
Beyond doubt, before the creation of Israel, the Palestinian people would have been ready to welcome all the Jewish survivors to their country, where Jews already made up three percent of the population and had lived happily among the Arabic people
for centuries. This Jewish minority was highly respected and was perfectly integrated into the Muslim society.
What happened after World War II was both tragic and unnecessary. At first, many Jews emigrated there peacefully from
Europe. Then some fanatical Zionists initiated the creation of a purely Jewish state that stole land and houses from the Arabic
people, forcing more than a million of them into exile in a monstrous ethnic cleansing episode.
Imagine that this terrible crime had never been committed. The Palestinians would have welcomed Jews from around the
world, since Muslims have great respect for Jews, described in the Koran as People of the Book (referring to the Bible). The Shoa
[Holocaust] survivors would have brought with them to Palestine their enormous scientific and intellectual knowledge, and today
we would have a rich country called Palestine that would be approximately 30 percent Jewish. Those Jews would now form part
of a democratically elected government, and there would be no war there, nor any refugees – and no concentration camps like
Gaza. September 11 wouldn’t have happened and we’d have no ‘war against terror.’ Just imagine…
Then consider the reality: Israel today is very similar to – yet even worse than – the South Africa of the apartheid era. It’s a
racist state that accepts only Jewish immigrants, denies equal rights to non-Jews living there and forbids members of other religions to attempt the conversion of its Jews. Its fanatical orthodox Jews even consider all non-Jews to be inferior human beings
called “gentiles,” who, according to the orthodox religious books, are just good enough to be slaves.
Following the great example set by Mahatma Gandhi, I recently launched an initiative called “Be a Jewish Gandhi,” which
promotes the adoption of Palestinian orphans by Israeli couples, who would agree to raise the adopted children as Muslims. But
it looks as though Israeli law makes it illegal for Jews to adopt non-Jewish children! Can we imagine anything more racist?
It’s not too late to create peace between these Semitic brothers, but every new war crime like the Gaza massacre makes it
more difficult. The solution is very simple: as usual, only love – not war – can save humanity. A two-state solution is not the solution, for it’s perpetuating a terrible apartheid. Those who lost their land, homes and children will never be able to forgive and live
side by side with their tormentors.
The hatred in this region will never end unless something drastic happens, since the only solution would be something that
creates a truly deep and sincere reconciliation. Such reconciliation can only be accomplished if the victims are first recognized as
victims, then integrated into a new entity – and with huge monetary compensation for their suffering. This means the creation of
a unique, new state of Palestine, in which, as in South Africa, two groups of people – in this case, Palestinians and Jews – could
live peacefully side by side and share their combined financial and human resources. This huge new Palestinian nation could
become very rich, since so much money is now wasted on non-productive military expenditures.
Of course, creating this new nation would involve giving back to the Palestinians every parcel of land and every house that
has been stolen from them – or the equivalent in monetary compensation if that property has been destroyed – plus additional
financial compensation for each person killed and for the years of exile. And of course there would have to be a guarantee that all
the exiled Palestinians can return home safely.
Then, surely, the Semitic Palestinians would forgive their Jewish brothers and live peacefully together with them forever.
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There is more than enough land in Palestine to create room for everybody, but only forgiveness and compassion can make it
possible.
The Israelis are refusing to allow the Palestinian refugees to return mainly because they’re afraid of becoming a minority.
But only those who don’t trust the majority are afraid of being a minority, as the pro-apartheid white supremacists were in South
Africa for so long. Today’s South Africa is the proof that peaceful co-existence works. The national reconciliation in that country
wrought by great human beings like Nelson Mandela was a success. Just as whites in South Africa no longer feel threatened living
among a black majority, there’s no reason for Jews to fear living among an Arabic majority in a peaceful country where everyone
would enjoy the same equal rights. After all, that would be a much less dangerous situation than being surrounded by hundreds
of millions of hostile Arabic people!
The international community, the United Nations and all superpowers should force Israel to accept this solution – if necessary, by putting in place, as they did for South Africa, a total economic embargo against Israel until the solution is accepted. They
should also send troops to protect the defenseless Palestinian people in the Gaza concentration camp, who are in danger of being
exterminated in a genocide that will forever make the Israelis look as bad as the Nazis. This genocide will trigger a worldwide wave
of what is called ‘anti-Semitism,’ but which will in fact be hatred directed against Jewish people.
The Israeli Law of Return, if applied equally to Palestinians and Jews worldwide, would permit the creation of a very rich
country. It would also solve the problem of the hundreds of thousands of Jewish settlers who built houses in the Palestinian territories, since they would be able to stay where they are. The returning Palestinians could go back to their homes and lands in
Israel. And Jerusalem would be the capital that both Palestinians and Jews cherish.
So it’s not too late to implement this fundamental change – the creation of a new Palestinian state in which all Semitic
brothers and sisters can live together peacefully, without drama, bombs, genocide or orphans. Just imagine, as John Lennon sang
so beautifully: “You may say that I’m a dreamer, but I’m not the only one.”
Let’s make the dream of a united Palestine a reality before it’s too late! It’s the only solution.

News and Views
Leon Mellul talks about Gaza
Massacre in Gaza,
We participated in a peace demonstration in Tel Aviv on Saturday evening, January 3rd, while
the Israeli army was entering Gaza. I witnessed the hatred Israeli people have towards the Palestinians
and towards us, peaceful demonstrators who only want to coexist in peace and fraternity. Luckily, an
important police force was there to protect us against those barbarians, who would have lynched us
otherwise.
I was very surprised to realize that 99% of the population, poisoned by the media, supports the
massacre of Palestinians. People say: “Our army is going to crush and exterminate them”, “We will
be done with them, with the help of god”... This is what became of the descendants of Holocaust
survivors! If this is the Jewish people, descendant of the Elohim, they don’t deserve their protection nor their compassion.
Who are the real terrorists? Those who sent hand-made rockets to Israel or those who bomb, from the air, from the ground
and from the sea, a civilian population locked inside an open-air prison?
Fortunately, the members of our structure are strong and supporting of our non-violent philosophy, guided by our beloved
Prophet. However, some may feel uneasy about all the Rael-Science articles siding with our Palestinian brothers. We can see how
easy it is to be contaminated when living in a hostile environment. But our Guide of the Guides, the “Light of the Elohim on
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Earth”, is here to remind us. He is not against the Jews, as some may think, he stands for justice and for the example that the
Jewish people must show to the rest of the world as the descendants of the Elohim.
If some of our members still feel more Israeli than Raelian, they should not stay among us! All Israeli Raelians, members of
the structure or not, who support the criminal position of the Israeli government, should not only resign immediately, but also
apostatize from the Raelian religion , as they don’t deserve to be recognized by the Elohim.
This war is nothing more than an electoral campaign. The minister of foreign affairs, Tzippi Livni, is only interested in showing she is more virile than a man in order to get votes for the position of prime minister. And for the other idiot, Ehud Barak, the
current minister of defense who wants to become prime minister as well, it’s the perfect occasion to compete... Before the Israeli
air attack on Gaza, Barak could only hope for 8 seats in the parliament, according to polls. After the attacks, the figure increased
to 23 seats. This shows to which extent the population supports the army and anti-Palestinian policies.
Leon Mellul, National Guide Of IsRael and Continental Guide for Middle East

Additional comments by BB
Just a quick note to mention a Rael Science article published lately which describes the
amount of oil in the Gaza strip… maybe after all, it is also for oil that the whole fratricide is happening…. As it is a fratricide.
A recently published book Matai ve’ech humtza ha’am hayehudi? (When and How Was the
Jewish People Invented?), “ written by Shlomo Sand, professor at the University of Tel Aviv, gives
evidence that the people who were the original Jews living in Israel, contrary to what is accepted
history, were not exiled following the Bar Kokhba revolt. He has suggested that much of the
present day world Jewish population are individuals, and groups, who converted to Judaism at
later periods. Additionally, he suggests that the story of the exile was a myth promoted by early
Christians to recruit Jews to the new faith. Sand writes that “Christians wanted later generations
of Jews to believe that their ancestors had been exiled as a punishment from God.” Most importantly, Sand argues that most of
the Jews were not exiled by the Romans, and were permitted to remain in the country. He puts the number of those exiled at
tens of thousands at most. He further argues that many of the Jews converted to Islam following the Arab conquest, and were
assimilated among the conquerors. He concludes that the progenitors of the Palestinian Arabs were mostly Jews.
In other words, the Palestinians are as Jews as those who pretend to be Jews today, or even more than they are.
Our Beloved Prophet suggested today the creation of a foundation called ‘Stop killing Palestinian Jews’ whose mission will
be to collect samples in both Israeli and Palestinian communities in order to show them that they are actually killing each other
within their own family.
More about this action in the next contact….

Proud To Be Raelians
About the case of the infiltrated journalists in Quebec
By Daniel Chabot
Yesterday was the final episode of the lengthy legal saga against Sun Media newspapers, which had published our photos in
their reports by their two infiltrated journalists in 2003. Jocelyn and France pleaded their cause with great dignity and Raelian
pride. There were many interesting parts, including when France touched the judge with her testimony
and her immense ethical sense which she displayed with her concern to protect her patients’ psychological integrity. Some
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of them were affected by how the Journal de Montreal treated us, including a female patient who was so distraught and confused
that she even attempted suicide. I would like to commend the exemplary behavior of France. to overcome the situation. After being forced to quit her job
at the hospital for which she was working, and being very affected by this situation, she decided to take the bull by the horns. She opened her own practice,
and today she is recognized by her peers in Quebec as an eminent psychologist
and an expert for treating post-traumatic stress disorders and major depression. Every year, she is helping hundreds of people to find a meaning to their
lives and to escape suicide.
As for Jocelyn, he presented arguments to the judge, raised objections
every time Labrosse was going too far, and he even erupted in a rightful anger
in front of the judge to express his outrage at the ignominy and the lack of
professional integrity shown by the Journal de Montreal and its journalists.
If Labrosse, chief editor of the Journal de Montreal, still has his anal fixation (he was obsessed by the exercise with the little mirror), France and Jocelyn
definitely entered the annals of the Quebec Court :-)

France in the center with Renald Bergeron andDamien Francoeur, in Las Vegas at the Dec 13th
celebration

Finally, the participation of expert witness Alain Bouchard was great. He told the judge that the report by Journal de Montreal had not uncovered anything new and that an infiltration was not justified. A simple literature search or online search could
find all the information the journalists claimed to uncover...
Things are now in the judge’s hands. We have done everything we could. Our long journey to have our Religion, our Beloved Prophet and our Creators respected is still continuing. And we will win! Many legal victories are coming.
Congratulations again to Jocelyn and France. You were great yesterday, and I am sure our Beloved Prophet and the Elohim
are proud of you.
----------------------------------------------------------Jocelyn added
Thank you, dear Daniel,
I would also like to thank Orev, Sylvie and Daniel for their support, and mention the testimonies from Sylvie and Daniel
who were perfect as you can imagine. I would also like to congratulate all the Raelians who fought the same case in Montreal last
year, and especially Daniel and Marc our national Guide, who set the tone for this action of defense of our rights. I personally
learned a lot from this experience in court. To build a case, present the facts, show the evidence and plead legal points is a very
stimulating exercise. Despite the nervousness, one can only feel proud when defending such a beautiful and noble cause.
Like Daniel, I also would like to commend France’s courage. She experienced very difficult times after the story came out,
and yesterday she was fighting with all her energy and pride... in itself, it’s already a victory. In addition, I believe France may well
win, as the judge was touched by her testimony.
Each of these experiences make us a stronger team, and victories are getting closer...
Love Jo
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Switzerland, in the streets of Sion
Jimmy Briaud
We were able to really experience the pride of being a Raelian in the street of the town of
Sion during the following evening outing!!
Pierre Andre made big laminated badges that we put in our clothes.
Imagine 12 happy Raelians, feeling good about themselves, walking around in the busy
streets of the capital of Valais, with a big yellow badge saying “proud to be a Raelian”. Guaranteed effect, stronger than bungee jumping! We could feel the connections being created in the
brains around us!! The reactions were of surprise and rather nice because we actually surprised
them: the official image of cult members carried out by the media is that we are vampire-like:
hiding in the dark, brewing up some kind of conspiracy, and suddenly, there we were, in the
street, in broad day light, having fun and the people were nice to us!!
In French speaking countries, the streets and the internet are the only places where we can be freely ourselves, so why not
take advantage of them!! No need to ask for permission and space, we can go wherever we want!! It’s free and we have fun!!
On top of that, we work on our 3 levels:
- On our personal level: we overcome our fears… some Raelians said that they were ashamed and very scared at the beginning… and then they had the best evening of their lives! This is not easy…everybody has fears but it is the privilege of the wise
man to overcome them.. this relates to an exercise that a master of old gave his disciple and that our Prophet told us about: “if
you want to become wise, start with hanging a herring on your belt and walk across town”…and the guides must walk in front,
because a Raelian told me she was scared but when she saw Philippe, Our National guide, put his badge, her hesitation disappeared…
On the level
of our government and the
establishment: we are still
here in spite of all the negative rumors and the mediacrap…it’s kind of a revenge
that we savor with delectation…
On the level
of spreading the message:
we make new contacts, for
example I heard someone
saying “what is it to be a
Raelian”?
being raelian is
such a pleasurable feeling,
we are a great team with a
mission to accomplish while
having a bunch of fun. In
fact, we ended the day like
in the movie Asterix, feasting around a great big table
at a good restaurant!!
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Unfortunately none of the 12 Raelians had a camera!! So today I went shopping in a few stores and I took pictures: good
exercise

Our Beloved Prophet encourages all the Raelians of the French-speaking countries where they face discrimination, to keep on doing this great action.

South America…. Things are moving!
Summary from the continental guide Daniel Turcotte:
December 9th, Benny, a guide from Pueblo in Mexico was invited by SICOMRADIO to promote the lecture scheduled on December 19th. 350 people were present at the lecture and a few books were sold!
Under the harmonious leadership of Eulalio, national guide for the Dominican
Republic, a massive diffusion with flyers promoting the Messages was organized in
the Dominican Republic. A few interested people called us back later.
A substantial action was launched in Brazil during the visit of the French Presi- Above and below, diffusion in the
dent Nicolas Sarkozi as part of the year of France in the country. We will soon have Dominican Republic
an article from the National Guide, David Uzal.
In Colombia, the diffusion team went in the streets to claim loudly that there
is no god and that we have been created by scientists coming from the sky!
The Raelians of Argentina rallied and as a result a cellular transmission was
done on December 13. With the arrival of the dynamic and experienced American
guide Alaric in the country, Rolly who is the national guide has now a great assistant and thanks to their actions the seeds they sowed will very soon give wonderful
fruits!

A word from Alaric in Buenos Aires
Hello dear loved ones!
I have good news from here from South America. Things are starting off beautifully. Two months ago there was one Raelian
in Buenos Aires, now there are 4: one just moved in from Europe, I came from the States, and we had our first transmission in
years last Saturday! Everybody is verrry excited!!! We are sponsoring a Love Party in six weeks, with dancers and performance artists and the stated Intention of creating a space for Love, and we have conference planned in 10 weeks, hopefully we can get some
press, we’ll have powerpoints and quicktimes and materials expressly created by our new Raelians for Argentina and Uruguay. I
can’t wait!!!!!!!!!!!!!

The First Official Gay Parade In Cartagena Colombia!!!
We arrived with our posters around 7pm and the place was already packed!! From side walk to side walk for two kilometers
on the main streets of Cartagena, people where there to support!!
As we were walking to make the line, the general coordinator and official of the event saw our banners and immediately
invited us to join right in the front lines! We were the first impression of this magnificent event for all the media! We were the
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target of many TV cameras and reporters who were taking lots of pictures… They
thought we were the organizers and kept asking us questions. We were able to give
away lots of flyers.
At some point, one of the ‘girls’ came with her mother and when she saw
‘him’ all dressed up, the mother started screaming with all emotion “This is my
Son! This is my Son! She kept repeating it while she was crying and telling everyone “These are our Sons We must love them!! It was such a special moment!
We had great fun, can’t wait for the next one!
Love to all
Ruby-Colombia

Raelian tornado in the Bahamas…
From December 6th to the15th, the town of Nassau had the privilege to receive the visit of 2 Raelians from Canada who
came to reveal the truth about our origins.
The 310,000 Bahamians (50% of the total population) living in the capital Nassau who are used to fighting terrifying hurricanes, didn’t have the slightest idea of the effect that this small and apparently harmless Raelian tornado was going to have on
them. The population that is 85 % black and 99% Christian was a model of kindness and open-mindedness. They welcomed
our flyers with a lot of respect, wearing their beautiful smile, curious to read it, almost religiously, to discover that there is no
God. And then some would stop us to try to understand, it did tickle their
neurons! No flyers were refused or thrown on the ground, what a contrast
compared to Quebec!
Dominik and Andre, two level 3 from Canada well prepared their
action …
For 3 days, they placed an ad in the two main newspapers announcing the lecture of December 11th. They did some diffusion on selected
Bahamian websites with more than 1500 visits. They gave more than 1000
flyers, put posters in strategic places. Our two teamates enjoyed themselves
like children, discovering warm people and a new country with a very nice,
sunny and summer weather.
Andre Julien in the center , National Guide for
the Bahamas and Dominik on his left

The Bahamas are made up of 700 islands and two third of them are
still uninhabited. It would be an ideal place to welcome our Fathers From
Space! Well, in connection to this, an official request to build the embassy
was given to Mr. David Davis in person as chief secretary of the Bahamas
prime minister.

We had several meetings with the media, newspapers, radio and television stations and even though the staff writers we
met seemed very interested and open-minded, their editors, stuck in the mud of Catholicism did not follow suit, for the time
being…
The day of the lecture, we had an important break-through: a very positive article was published in the newspaper The Nassau Guardian.
http://www.thenassauguardian.com/religion/332703865195812.php
But even more striking, the same morning, we had a two hour radio interview on the talk show hosted by Mr. Bodie, with
an audience of over 200,000 people! Mr. Bodie, a former lawyer with an amazing open mind, allowed Dominik and I to freely
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express ourselves about the Messages, the Embassy, the signs in history, etc… he, himself, added some information on the subject
for he knew much on the subject. He showed constant support for our views and would even defend us when a listener would
during the second hour of the show disturbed by our point of view.
Result: 29 non-Raelians came to the lecture, most of them thanks to Mr. Bodie’s radio show. We sold all our books (20),
we could have sold many more but we ran out! A few beautiful consciousnesses were contacted and 2 or 3 of them would like
to come to the seminar in Las Vegas.
At the December 13th celebration that followed the lecture, we had one transmission and we welcomed a level 2 in the
structures: Jorge Trigoso.
What a wonderful trip! We could feel you all, and especially our Continental Guide Daniel Turcotte who helped us from
a distance. A special thanks to our Beloved Prophet who continually fills us with His love and light. Beloved Prophet, You give
us the exceptional privilege to be able to help You saving genetic codes and prepare the arrival of our Creators. I love you, I love
you all…
Andre Julien, National Guide for the Bahamas.

Excerpt of the Bahamian newspaper article
Did aliens create mankind?
By KARAN MINNIS ,Guardian Lifestyles Reporter ,karan@nasguard.com
Are you one of those people who have doubts about how mankind was created? Do you think it’s possible mankind could have been created by advanced scientists
coming from another planet instead of God? André Julien, a representative of the International Raelian Movement (RAEL), believes that mankind was created by advanced
scientists known as “Elohim” who came from another planet, and who were mistaken for gods in the past.He will be hosting a conference tonight, at 7 o’clock, at the
Hotel Nettie’s Place at
Casaurinas on West Bay St. where he will explain to interested persons, the foundations of the Raelian philosophy and explain how the Raelian philosophy can solve
all of humanity’s problems, following the teachings of RAEL, the founder and spiritual leader of the Raelian Movement.
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Europe
Clitoraid In Prague
By David Uzal
I took advantage of a
professional trip to Prague, to
promote Clitoraid among famous porn stars. The first one
was Ellen Saint an ex-porn
star, who has started a career
as a singer. She showed great
interest towards Clitoraid and
wishes to help the cause of Female Genital Mutilation victims. Sylvia Saint, (no, they
are not sisters!), one of the
most famous porn stars of the
world, welcomed us warmly and we spoke extensively about this issue. She also wishes to do something, including a clip in favor of Clitoraid. Right now, she would like to have
Clitoraid banners posted on her three websites and her production company’s website Dream Entertainment. In fact, the director
of Dream Entertainment appeared very moved by this topic. Next, I contacted the magnificent Anetta Keys, the incomparable
queen of sensuality on the web (refer to : www.anettakeyslive.
com That’s her personal site and I am the one in charge of upkeeping it). Anetta kindly and
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spontaneously accepted to participate in a short video clip supporting Clitoraid that will soon be produced for everyone’s enjoyment.
Before leaving to go to Prague, I printed « I LOVE MY CLIT » on about forty Brazilian fitness suits and we offered them
to these beautiful ladies (see pics). The initial idea was to shoot a video clip inside a fitness centre and to interview women on
camera on the subject of FGM. Of course, the interviewed women would be asked to put on the « I love my clit » sports outfit
first. After a few hours, we could have had about forty women working out with the colours of Clitoraid on their back, chest or
legs. It would have been very attractive visually on film! The manager of Prague’s main fitness centre liked the idea but his gym
is one of 5 in the city, and we needed the approval of the overall owner who was away in Russia on a business trip. But we will
get another chance without a doubt ! The action was a last minute project planned only a few days prior to my trip to the Check
Republic.
We were happily surprised by the willingness of Check women to help, considering they live very far from the African reality.
However, they were quite well informed about the drama of FGM. We spread the word among famous stars and porn professionals. Anetta Keys is gorgeous on the pictures and her video clip will certainly be an excellent promotion. Maybe she could
somehow turn into the “muse” of Clitoraid. Indeed she really wishes to help!
A big Thank You to all the enthusiastic team of Clitoraid and to Gabriela, the national leader of Slovakia, neighbouring
country, for their reactivity to this short planned action that promises to bear fruits in the future.
David Uzal
National Guide of Brazil

Our Beloved Prophet has praised David’s initiative and recommends us to use Tshirts with this new logo ‘I
love My Clit” in support of all our Clitoraid actions!!

Italy- December 12-13-14 63 – European Convention in Turin
by Marco Franceschini, National Guide for Italy
In order to properly celebrate the 35th anniversary of the First encounter of
Our Beloved Prophet withYahve, the Raelian European continent organized an
international convention that took place in Turin, in Northern Italy from Dec. 12
to the 14 .
Outside it was freezing, which was no convincing news for those in favor of
global warming . Inside the hotel, a balmy temperature welcomed all of us and
soon the room was filled with fraternal warmth as brothers and sisters arrived from
all over Europe..
There were 140 of us gathered together for the celebration of this extraordinary raelian adventure that has now been taking place for the last 35 years and
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that promises to be even more exciting in the
years to come
After a warm welcoming from our Raelian bishops, Pierre from France our newly
appointed Continental Guide, Philippe from
Switzerland, Marco and Ezael from Italy, the
menu began with a lovely dip into the past.
Pierre opened the bal, giving us a fascinating
retrospective of the seminars that have taken
place since 1973, alluding to each of their
themes and teachings.
The atmosphere in the room was full or
religiosity and attention. (see pictures …eh eh
) It followed the rythme of meditations and
discussions led by the European guides. ( see
picture)
What wealth, what depth, what a beautiful spiritual journey ! It was wonderful to become aware of the path that our
Beloved Prophet has showed us during all these years in order to elevate our consciousness with His masterful hand and His
extraordinary patience. And, how many actions, efforts in our diffusion, how many projects, how much result during all these
years ! … We wrote history without fully realizing it. The first day of the Convention ended with an evening dedicated to Italian
cuisine and to games.
The next day, December 13th was a day designated to open up to our society. After a morning of teachings, we all took buses
to downtown Turin and stopped at the famous Castello town square where everything was ready to do the transmissions of the
cellular plan. We also had a huge, delicious cake to celebrate the 35th anniversary of the arrival on Earth of the Raelian Message.
We happily shared it with everyone, including the passer bys.., ,
And at 3PM, under a few light snow flurries, 2 of our brothers, did their baptism and joined the raelian family..
Then, two beautiful diffusion activities took place. Half of us partook in the diffusion « Namaste » inspired by one of the
Italian raelian guides, Roberta. The other half was involved in a more traditional diffusion of the Messages in the city of Turin.
It was exciting to see people, busy with their Christmas shopping, and yet surprised and moved by our oriental bow transmitting respect and love for other human beings. Many extended their hand to take a flyer explaining this unfamiliar gesture in our
Western culture to them/
days.

Thank you everyone for your participation in this diffusion that prompted many people to contact us on the following

That evening, back in our hotel, we feasted around a sumptuous gala dinner followed by a show featuring all our raelian
artists.
Sunday morning was dedicated to the future. That teaching was very moving and carried us to great heights. It allowed us
to realize that we are only at the beginning of this extraordinary adventure at the side of the last Prophet.
These 3 days will remain sculpted in our minds, They have given us joy, energy, dreams, humor and especially love. A great
love and a great simplicity was felt among us. It was really difficult to part and go back home, back to our everyday life. But deep
inside our hearts, we knew that the time to stay altogether has not arrived yet, we have a whole humanity with whom to play !
Amore
Marco
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Danemark “A Yogi, a Jew, a Russian Orthodox priest
and a Realian walks into a bar...”:-)
From the Spiritual Human Rights Conference 2008 in Copenhagen.
In the beginning of December a conference focusing on Spiritual Human Rights was held in Copenhagen, Denmark. The raelian movement
had the opportunity to take part in this two day event that took place in
the capital’s World Cultural Center. This opportunity came to be through
a contact Nora Kerrache and Eric Remacle made at the OSCE conference
in Warsaw in October.
This Spiritual Human Rights Conference was initiated by a organization called Soteria International (www.soteria.dk) that is promoting
focus on human spiritual rights and was interested in gathering different
religious/spiritual minorities to share experiences and new ideas on how
to go about securing that also spiritual rights, and the right to have any
spirituality, are being respected in society - which Raelians (and especially
in the French speaking countries) know is NOT the case today.
The two days had a full schedule where we discussed how to go
about making this change. And the Raelian movement were invited to
speak at a ´side event´ and we had a little time to present some of the
Raelian cases of discrimination and present the Raelian movement to the
people at the conference, and none of them had heard of the Raelians
before – but now they have! And some of them were very interested in
knowing more about our philosophy during the breaks.
Different religions or spiritual beliefs were represented, here’s a picture from the conference of myself flanked by a yogi and
a Russian orthodox priest :)
A draft was made of a Spiritual Human Rights declaration, that will be taken to the next conference which will take place
in Berlin this spring, where it will be worked on some more. And of course the Raelian movement has been invited to participate
again. So hopefully this beautiful inter-religious collaboration will grow and bring more awareness to the problems of the discrimination and lack of understanding in society, while bringing people of different beliefs and spirituality together.
Because despite of our differences we agreed at this event that LOVE of course is essential and is the most important aspect
in any religion.
Love from Copenhagen, Rasmus.

Poland
We had a marvellous raelian feast on December 13 followed by a
beautiful meeting that took place in Warsaw, Southern Poland. Many
people who wish to join our great family live in this city and its surroundings. That is why we selected Warsaw for our gathering this
time.
There were 12 of us. We socialized and mingled for a while and
then we presented the Polish structure team to the new Polish Raelians including to those from Warsaw. 5 people decided to do their
transmission of the cellular plan, 4 men and a woman. After the
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transmissions, we went into the streets of the town of Warsaw to pass out a few flyers  Then we all went out for dinner.
What a beautiful day !
Jacek
National Guide for Poland

Slovakia
I’m Gabriela from Slovakia (with the blue shirt on the picture), and
I would like to share with you, the moments of pleasure. I decided in august 63 (2008), that in December 63 I would go to my country-Slovakia,
which is a country in eastern Europe, with a population of 5 millions. My
objective was to meet Raelians from my country, and of course contact the
Slovak-media, to do maybe some interesting article, about our fantastic
movement... and of course, meet the new people interested.
So i sent the letter to the media, and i was successful, one of the newspapers, contacted me. :)) I did an interview with them for nearly 3 hours,
they were very interested, and i think(i felt) one of the journalists (woman),
had even some personal interest.
people.

On my conference came Peter, a Raelian from Slovakia, and 6 new

I already knew four of them trough internet, and i knew they wanted to do their transmission. But my surprise was big,
when a guy, who heard about the message just the evening before, came on Saturday to have his transmission done? So finally I
did 5 transmissions. I was very happy, for them, and sorry if I’m egotistical, but for me as well.:)) Because, just to be the transmitter of that ‘electromagnetic power’!! is already a beautiful feeling.
Now I’m very motivated, to print the message in my language, and maybe organized the visit of our Beloved Prophet, to
my country... Why not?
Dear Raelians, I wish you all big motivation, in our mission. LOVE and again LOVE to all of you!!!!

Loona presents Clitoraid in Paris
Eliane has the following story for us :
It was a cold and dark Sunday evening. In our hearts, there was plenty of energy and the desire to spread the Messages and
to support a beautiful cause.
Loona, arrived in the afternoon. Laurent and Eliane went to greet her at the Montparnasse train station. They took a few
minutes to rest and went on to the Golden Hand Theater in the 11th Paris district. This is the theater where the famous French
comedian, Dieudonne often performs. The artists were expected at 5 :30 PM. They needed time to become familiar with the
stage, to prepare themselves, to properly set the lighting….
As we arrived, we met with Philippe and Nadiana who planned this diffusion. Then, Matthieu joined us to give us the
flyers that we would pass out at the end of the show. Jaôm, Vita, Dominique B and his partner Philippe had come to film the
event. The stage is open to the use of artists every 1st Sunday of the month, each is allowed 5 minutes of expression on the topic
of their choice via dancing, singing, poetry, humor… The whole show lasts one hour. Artists must draw a number to know in
what order they will appear. Loona was the 11th participant out of 12. It gave her time to feel the room that was rather full and
to see the performances of the other artists.
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When Princess Loona’s turn came, we turned on our video-cameras. She appeared in an eclectic outfit, full of charm,
with white angel wings in her back. She was funny, spoke well, and interpreted a text that she had composed herself. The audience responded with laughter. Suddenly, at one point, a great silence was felt in the room, people looked very attentive. It was a
strong moment… it almost left her speechless on stage. She went all the way to the end of the performance without the slightest
mistake. The message was given. Without being a pro, she was much better than many of the artists that performed that night.
She impacted so many minds in the audience. Charles and Diane Roche, the children of the judge that had been murdered
in the Allegre judicial case were the producers of that evening’show, with Pierre’s help. Personally, they wrote and performed a
play earlier in their life in order to let the truth be known (about their father). Philippe and Nadiana had met them on another
occasion and had already introduced them to Raelians in the past. That evening, they joined us again. We invited them to a
restaurant to socialize a little longer.
Appointments were made and Princess Loona will be back on stage very soon, that’s for sure……Philippe Levaux is actually the one who led this whole raelian diffusion event into motion. The adventure has just began because a TV show with
Clitoraid as a topic of discussion could very well take place some time in the near future …
Of course, there was a complete team of raelians who acted behind the curtain, who organized so much from a distance,
those who prepared the press kits, the RVP team (Alexandra, Clémence, Pilou, Mariella, responsible for Clitoraid in France, Vita
, the regional leader… and all those that I may be forgetting)

North America
NY
We have had a marvelous celebration inNew York last Dec 13th. Three
new brothers did their Transmissions . We were 12 people in total during the
afternoon thinking of our Beloved Prophet and this special anniversary when
he received this fantastic message that changed all our lives. We talked and
exchanged together about the message, welcoming our new brothers, etc..
Everybody enjoyed !
After, we went to eat in a Japanese restaurant owned by someone that
comes to see us very often. We had a special guest, Dr. Betty Dodson, who
has been helping Clitoraid a lot in the past year. It was just fantastic being
all together for this special day.
Love you all, Sylvie Chabot

Montreal, the Embassy is near
On that cold December day, the streets of downtown Montreal were glittering with Christmas decorations inviting
passers-by to submit to the god of consumption, with body and credit card. Amid the tinsel trinkets, more than a hundred of us
answered the invitation of our National Guide Marc Rivard, to celebrate the 35th anniversary of the first encounter on December
13th 1973 where a man from this earth would become Rael, the messenger of the Elohim creators of mankind.
We would rather look ahead than behind, but it still feels good to contemplate the journey accomplished, the achievements initiated by our Beloved Prophet that has, up as of now, allowed the Movement to be officially recognized in over 85 countries. What’s more, 35 years, that’s already more than half way to the embassy, since our creators could return as early as 2025.
But let us come back to the gathering! The theme was “Welcoming the Elohim in the Embassy” and this celebration
will remain forever engraved in everyone’s mind. The bearer of the celebration, Maxime Gilbert and his team, dazzled us with
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the treasures of their imagination in such a way
that this event carried us into a world where
magic, sensuality and awareness spread through
our entire being.
The party opened with the heavenly
voice of Frederick Dorsay - first thrills! Immediately after that, the video of Rael’s first conference in America, November 9th 1979, in the
auditorium “The Plateau” ; some among us remembered it with great emotion. A young Rael
(not as young as today, but still…) spoke with
simple words about the encounter and the importance of this Message that he received as a
gift for all of humanity.
After a wonderful meditation guided
by the voice of Michel Chabot, our National
Guide Marc Rivard married Bernard Lamarche and Maria Cristina in a raelian union. The
newly weds were pleased to express their love in
front of so many delighted witnesses... “for one night, a week, or for a lifetime…” About thirty people, Bernard’s family and coworkers, agreed to attend the ceremony, and 14 of them stayed for dinner. What a great way to promote our philosophy! Marc
continued the evening, making us aware that we move through time, people have passed and left us, and new people will join us
in this movement, which will inevitably lead us towards the return of our Fathers.
The accomplishment of this major event is dotted with obstacles, mainly occurring in French speaking regions and fueled
by utmost negative media coverage, with discrimination towards a group that advocates values such as freedom, respect for life,
responsibility, science, etc. Even unconscious politicians throw oil on the fire, such as Pauline Marois, just out from a campaign
that could have led her to the highest office of Government in Quebec. During her campaign, we repeatedly reminded her that
she owed us an apology for the insults she uttered at our Beloved Prophet and at the raelians.
But, fortunately, reality is different elsewhere on the planet. While the raelians of Canada fight to end all this discrimination against us, in Las Vegas, the 35th is celebrated with the company of Rael, where super celebrities such as the Jackson family
and Jodie Foster are on the list of guests; something unimaginable here in Quebec! With this wonderful philosophy coming from
the stars, we use these obstacles to grow.
Even if here in Quebec we didn’t have the chance to celebrate with our Beloved Prophet, we could enjoy his Words
through video: Life began with a risk, the Elohim took the risk to create us in Their image, that is, small pieces of universe becoming aware of themselves. The systems make people forget that life is extraordinary, that is why the return of the Elohim is
so important and brings us
back to light. Prophet of infinity, we can never thank You enough for
accepting this mission that we have made ours and that leads us on the
illuminated paths to the Embassy.
At a special moment of the celebration, Stella, Fabrice and
Samantha appeared in front of the audience, carrying miniature pieces
of the Embassy covered with lanterns… they were moving with such
grace that they seemed to float in the air. They gently placed the model pieces of the Embassy before us. Everyone’s eyes were shining as we
were contemplating what will soon become a reality: the construction
of this Embassy which will be the culmination of all our actions and
the love that binds us together. And as one person from each table got
up to bring an additional lantern onto the model and made it sparkle
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like the stars, we realized that the Embassy is us, it’s every one of us, with our hopes, our dreams of a better world, who see the
little child return to his Fathers.
The rest of the evening went on as in a dream, the artists took us by the hand inviting us to a world of joy and happiness. Martin Hétu, accompanied by Daniel Héroux at the piano, thrilled us all with his interpretation of the song “We are waiting for you”; then, images from the film “Close Encounters of the Third Kind” (thank you Jean-Claude) were accompanied by
the inspired words of Claude Dubois’ song “An inter-spatial ship waiting up there…”. We had tears in our eyes, imagining that
moment which drives every instant of our lives, and then we heard a voice calling: “The Elohim are coming!”, we are jubilating,
admiring the dance steps of Caroline Mimeault, inviting us all to the dance floor to express our enthusiasm.
See you next year in the embassy? Better: see you tomorrow in the Embassy!
With all my love,
Jean Riendeau

82 Messages in Spanish sold in a 3 day conference tour: Southern California and Tijuana,
Mexico.
During the week of Oct 28-30, the Spanish Raelians of Los Angeles, San Diego and Tijuana Mexico, (just on the other side
of the US border, 20 miles from San Diego) were very busy organizing 3 conferences that our Spanish speaking Bishop, Norma
Toral. kindly came to give.
Talk about excitement! Tijuana opened the ball – Claude Chevey and Diego, a Tijuana Raelian sympathizer, did a fantastic
diffusion, covering the city with posters and flyers, an inexpensive, proven technique and nearly 50 people filled the city library
room, many with UFO stories of their own, including the librarian herself! Norma welcomed their testimony and gently introduced the Elohim’s Messages free of all mysticism. People did not want to
leave the conference, questions kept pouring in, the librarian, very friendly
to our philosophy, allowed extra time before closing the premises. Many
books were sold!... the ultimate source for the answer to their questions.
)
The next evening, it was San Diego’s turn. The city library opened,
free of charge, its state of the art auditorium to 20 people who chose to
come and hear the Elohim’s message instead of staying home to watch TV
that night... 18 books were sold and some showed a particular interest to
the upcoming Las Vegas seminar in April… 2 days later, these people were
contacted again and one had already finished reading the Message!… “I
could not stop reading” he said… does it sound familiar, anyone?
Finally on Oct 30th, the spot light of consciousness moved north to
the Spanish Los Angeles suburb of Huntington Park. Our sister, Nancy Ramos, had organized this event with much care and
efficiency in the middle of her busy schedule… this girl is a great multi-tasker! We had concentrated the publicity on LA and it
truly paid off. I was the one collecting messages on the Raelian Movement phone line, tens of people called! A good sign of what was about to
take place… (just like at our last LA conference 2 years ago where Nancy
and her cousin, Octavio heard about the Messages for the first time)
And so, the doors of the conference opened and the people started
to pour in… 96 of them to be exact! Norma gave an incredible presentation inspired by the excitement and interest she felt in the room. Anja,
Octavio, Claude and Nancy were all very busy attending everyone and
selling over 50 books!!! Norma was then interviewed by Spanish TV station Channel 62, broadcast in many Spanish cities around the USA.
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You can’t imagine how thrilled I was of the results of this series of Spanish events made possible by a beautiful harmonious
team work beyond borders . You should see it! The Ixachitlan people (the appropriate name for the Spanish people) welcome
the Message from the stars with such purity. The fact that there is life on other planet. For some, it is a truly liberating feeling, a
contrast from Catholicism, this guilt filled religion violently imposed on many of their ancestors by the conquistadors.
As Raelians, we are so happy to repair the damage done by gently offering them the truth, this sweet, pleasure candy so
wholesome to our being.

In Hawai
Donna Grabow in Hawai shows the
saturnalia sign that our Beloved Prophet
encouraged us to place in front of our
house around Saturnalia, when all the
Christians loudly promote the birth of a
god... :-)

In Australia,

brates Saturnalia as well;-)

Saul

cele-
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